The 490 will eventually reset the ACKNOWLEDGE line, but the radiometry equipment may legally generate another REOUEST before this occurs.
The only requirement is that the equipment must wait at least 5 [is after the end (reset) of the previous REOUEST before generating a new one.
B.
General-Purpose A/D Converter An Adage V9AB Voldicon A/D Converter is included as a part of the general-purpose interface. Figure 3 shows the converter and its associated logic. A list of the more important specifications on this machine is shown in Table I . (Refer to Adage Instruction Manual for more complete information. )
The converter quantizes analog inputs (on any of 20 addressable input channels) to a 9-bit number plus sign and also outputs a 5-bit word to identify the input analog channel.
Selection of the analog input can be controlled manually (locally) or automatically by remote equipment. It is also possible to arrange for Fig. 11 .
In normal operation, the converter is triggered by an external trigger.
When this occurs, the converter quantizes the input it is monitoring, and at the end of the conversion an INPUT DATA REQUEST is generated. When the 490 accepts the input, it generates an ACKNOWLEDGE signal which clears the REQUEST flip-flop. The external trigger must be inhibited until this flipflop is cleared.
Timing of the external trigger with respect to channel selection signals must be controlled by external equipment to guarantee that channel selection is completed before the trigger occurs.
As indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 3 , modifications/additions can be made to include digital bookkeeping data inputs and bookkeeping logic in the system if an application requires it.
Analog inputs go to a cable connector on the converter itself; pin assignments are shown in Fig. 4 . Channel selection, trigger, and any bookkeeping inputs go to a 104-pin Winchester plug; pin assignments are shown in Fig. 4 .
The computer word format is shown in Fig. 5 .
III. OUTPUT
Figures 6 and 7 show block digrams of the output subchannels. Twentysix data lines from the 490 go to a set of input amplifiers. The amplifier outputs then go to 6 sets of data gates. The remaining 4 data lines and the external function line go to other input amplifiers, the outputs of which go to the subchannel selection logic.
When an external function occurs on channel 5, this logic decodes the 4 selection bits and generates a gate which permits the 26 data lines to be gated to one set of data gates.
Subchannel 1
This is a general-purpose subchannel which is intended to be used to permit the program to exercise some control over the outside world. No definite use has been established as yet, but it is probable that this subchannel will control several indicators and/or relays on the console.
This subchannel has internal storage, and the subchannel selection pulse triggers a set of one-shots which clears the storage and then gates data through the data gates into storage. The timing is shown in Fig This subchannel is to be used to control the radiometry equipment and has no internal storage. Data is presented only during the time that the external function command exists which can be as short as 7. 4 \is (Fig. 8) .
Simultaneously with the data, a control signal is presented which is to be used to load the data into remote storage. Logic levels for both data and control are:
0 volts = logical "1" -6 volts = logical "0"
Word format is shown in Fig. 11 , and output connector pin assignments are shown in Fig. 12 .
Subchannel 5
This subchannel is used to control a Sanborn Model 356-5460N strip chart recorder or two paralleled CRT displays (one Tektronix Type 555 and one Type 503). One display is rack mounted near the strip chart recorder, the other will be part of the console. The cables to both scopes and to the recorder are wired in parallel so that selection of the desired output is made by the program. (It is not desirable to interlace operation of these devices. )
This subchannel has storage which is cleared and set in the same manner as subchannel 1.
Four 6-bit D/A converters provide signals for 4 channels on the strip chart recorder so that it is possible to make an analog record of 4 simultaneous functions. One bit in the computer word is reserved to control the paper drive motor on the recorder.
Two 8-bit D/A converters provide x and y deflection signals for the CRT displays, and one bit in the computer word is reserved to control intensity.
Pin assignments for the output connector are shown in Fig. 14 , and the word format is shown in Fig. 9 .
Subchannel 6
This subchannel is used to provide an Hour Angle display; the subchannel storage is cleared and set in the same manner as subchannel 1.
The 490 supplies this data as 6 BCD digits (hours, hours, minutes, minutes, seconds, seconds).
The storage output goes to BCD/decimal converters and light drivers.
The light driver outputs appear on the output cable connector; pin assignments are shown in Fig. 13 , and word format is shown in Fig. 10 .
Detailed Diagrams
A list of the detailed logic and circuit diagrams is shown in . : 
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ABSTRACT
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